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P2T 
C2P Parent2Thrive 2022 Fall Workshop Series  

“Thriving Adulthood”  
Homework Assignment 

 
***************************************************************************************************** 
ATTENTION: PARENT2THRIVE YOUR FIRST C2P WORKSHOP...? 
The homework assignments below assume knowledge of and (ideally) practical experience 
with the Call2Parent (C2P) Parenting Regime, which consists of these key practices: (1) 
Trauma Signature, (2) C2P ‘Classic’ and Lite’ Parenting Protocols, (3) Setting Internal 
Boundaries, and (4) the Safe Container.  In the absence of this experience, these exercises 
may by quite challenging, which may not be helpful in your trauma-healing journey.  
 
Here are recommended freely available workshops video links: 
 
2020 Call2Parent Fall Workshop Series: Click [HERE] 

• Session 1 – Call2Parent + Q&A Session 
• Session 2 – Parent2Wholeness + Q&A Session 
• Session 3 – Call2Intimacy + Q&A Session 
• Global C2P: Becoming Your Own Loving Parent ACA Meetings.  Click [HERE] and 

[HERE] 
 
2021-22 Call2Parent MINI-Workshop Series:  

• Session 1 – Critical Parent: Friend or Foe...? Click [HERE] 
• Session 2 – Hello Trauma: I’m Glad You’re Here...! Click [HERE] 
• Session 3 – Loving Parent: Tag, I’m It...! Click [HERE] 
• Session 4 – (C2P) Parenting Regime Practicum Click [HERE] 
• Global C2P: Building Adult-Parent Resilience Meeting.  Click [HERE] 

***************************************************************************************************** 
 
HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT 
 
For those who want to go deeper, below are homework assignments to provide further 
exploration and re-enforcement of the workshop content.  These exercises are intended for 
your Adult-Parent...Kid(s) are not involved.  If for whatever reason your Kid(s) keep surfacing 
during your work, I encourage you to use this as an opportunity to set the “Inner World”/ 
“Outer World” boundary with them.  These are Adult-Parent exercises. 
 
1. Using Slide 21, is your Parent aware of and able to measure the reduction in the intensity 

of Inner Kids dys-regulation reactions (aka “triggers”)...?  Are the feelings, thoughts, 
and/or body sensations of these events recurring and contained in your Trauma 
Signature...?  Can you see that identifying and invoking consistent (ideally daily in a Safe 
Container), laser focused Parent-Child self-co-regulation of these toxic feelings, 
thoughts, and body sensations makes this reaction intensity reduction possible...?  What, 
if any, challenges, or difficulties you’re still experiencing with your Trauma Signature and 
Safe Container...?  Be Specific.  If still struggling, are you aware of and wiling to attend 
the Saturday Call2Parent: Building Adult-Parent Resilience Global Meeting, which covers 
these and other topics...?  If interested, pre-register [HERE]. 
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2. Using Slide 27, does the term self-co-regulation resonate with you...?  If so, how so...? If 

not, why not...?  Be specific.  If you are early in your healing and/or struggling with this 
practice, if you are able - you may find working with a trauma-trained professional 
(NARM, NeuroAffective Touch, EMDR, Somatic Experience, Brainspotting, and IFS) may 
be helpful in modeling effective co-regulation, which can evolve in your capacity to 
self-co-regulate. 

 
3. Using Slide 30... 

a. Does the information about integration resonate with you...?  In looking back 
over your healing journey and prior to this workshop, were you aware of tangible 
evidence of integration...?  If so, be specific.  If not, why not...?  Be specific.  Were 
you using the term without real evidence...? 

b. In looking at my 3 phase/levels of integration and in your current state of healing, 
what is your tangible experience/progress with Phase 1: Parent-Child 
Integration...?  If you are unaware of your progress, can you describe what may 
happening...?  If so, be specific.  Do Phases 2 and 3 resonate with you...?  Can 
you describe any evidence that: (1) these phases of integration have already 
happened, (2) or there is evidence that these are starting to happen, or (3) there 
is no evidence now – YET that these phases are certainly possible and will 
occur...? 

c. As you are answering these questions...do you notice Inner World Kids reaction...?  
If so, describe what’s happening – feelings, thoughts, and/or body sensations.  Be 
specific.  How about a Critical Voice...?  Be specific.  Are you clear that these 
messages have nothing to do with what healing – especially ultimate integration 
– that is possible...?  Be specific. 

 
4. Using Side 50... These questions are being asked as a personal assessment of where you 

are in recovery and are not meant to bring up historical issues that may indicate you’re 
not exactly where you would like to be: 

a. Are you living in the Realm of Suffering or the Realm of Wholeness...?  Remember, 
living in the Realm of Suffering is not wrong or bad – by definition, it is where we 
all start...!!!  Also, as we heal...we begin the migration and journey across the 
“Divide: into Wholeness...!!! 

b. Where are your feet...?  Both in Suffering...?  One in Suffering and one in 
Wholeness...?  Both in Wholeness...?  Not really sure...?  Does this even make 
sense...? 

c. In which direction is the gaze of your eyes...?  Both looking backward into 
Suffering...?  (Remember – this is TOTALLY NORMAL...!!!). One eye looking 
backward toward Suffering and the other looking forward toward Wholeness...?  
Both looking forward in Wholeness...?  Not really sure...?  Does this even make 
sense...? 

d. Does the “critical transition phase” resonate with you…? Can you list the 
evidence that you are in this critical period...?  Be specific.  Can you see that 
“residual stigma” still present from early recovery (whether the Kids, Parent, or 
both) may be impeding your transition into wholeness…?  If so, what is your “in 
body” experience of knowing this...?  Be specific.  Please be gentle if upset Kids 
and/or a Critical Voice decide to weigh-in...! 
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5. Using Slide 72... “Stigma” refers to ill-feelings that may linger toward yourself – your Kids 

and/or you, the Parent – such as shame, self-hatred, self-loathing...etc... 
a. Are you aware of this “stigma”.…?  If so, describe these feelings – and who they 

are associated - Kid(s), you the Parent, or both.  Be specific.    
b. If you are in transition of “crossing the divide from Suffering to Wholeness – can 

you see how they may slow down or even prevent you from making the ‘whole 
body” transition...?  What Parental actions are you will to take to forgive and 
remove this stigma...?   
 

6. Using Slide 73... Remember, we CAN and DO graduate...!!!  Totally unbeknownst to 
me, I can attach myself to a concept, idea, and/or belief system that may be keeping 
me stuck - arresting my healing.  When this occurs, I may notice I resist – and even get 
defensive and criticize – when exposed to any information, ideas, and/or concepts 
that go against or are contrary to what I am attached to.   
 
What is your “child trauma narrative”...?  Be specific and complete as possible. 
 
If you are new, the “child trauma narrative” is incredibly important and will serve you 
well, as you travel down your healing journey.  It may be premature to consider retiring 
it…!   
 
If you’re further down the path, is it time to evolve and maybe even retire, your “child 
trauma narrative”…?  Can you see ongoing and repetitious reciting of this narrative – 
in certain circles - may be keeping you stuck…?  Are you willing to act – a 
collaboration between your Parent and Adult - and make a change that resonates 
and serves your healing – that can free you of this attachment…? 

 
My sincere wish for you is that these exercises inspire deep and lasting healing and 
transformation – on your path to Thriving Adulthood...!!! 
 
Peace and Blessings...! 
 
Robert N 🙏 


